
We were once a far more reflective people. We had to be. We had little else to distract
us. Oh sure, times were far more challenging. Work was physical, unending, and
tiresome. Food was scarce, of poor quality, and uncertain. Health was tenuous and
medical care a hazard all its own. We were often beset with poor housing and limited
transportation, while insecure from conscription and general pillaging. Leisure was
almost unknown, hardly even imagined. But we had ourselves. We had our minds, free
from distraction. We thus learned and recalled things, holding them like jewels stolen
from history’s wasteland. A Bible verse was precious; a Bible story was wisdom one
could rely on, nurture, and trust.

Conditions today are different, and that’s an
extraordinary understatement. Technology has so far
improved our material condition as to make us feel as
if we live in a different world. For many of us, food,
housing, transportation, and medical care feel more
like a right than a privilege. And what we receive and
enjoy is of a consistency and high quality our

forebears would never have dreamed. Our material conditions are so improved that we
have forgotten yesterday’s physical deprivations. And so we substitute for those
physical deprivations the slightest personal offense to make ourselves feel alive and
duly challenged. We even have a name for them: first-world problems.

Yet technology is so widely and readily available that we hardly notice our greatest
loss: interiority. We no longer have the need or disposition to reflect.
Smart-phone-borne news, sports, entertainment, and social media flood our minds,
giving us that steady dopamine drip our physiology craves. Everything is exterior to
us, not so much assaulting our senses as dulling our senses, until all we do is mentally
surf all day long. We never stop, contemplate, and dive deep into our imaginations and
souls. And with this loss of reflective nature and capacity, we lose those souls. Indeed,
we voluntarily give them up to our idol world.

Instead, reflect. Think. Discern. Mull. Dwell. Contemplate. Question. Look for the
meaning, symbols, and patterns that surround you, through which you can sense God.
Give your mind a break from the constant bombardment so that you can feel again the
Spirit’s nudge. God is not in the artificial digital things that occupy our minds. God
dwells richly in the reflective human soul.


